MASSACHUSETTS MOTOR TRANSPORTATION ASSOCIATION
BESTPASS PROGRAM PARTICIPATION AGREEMENT

Company: __________________________
____________________________________
____________________________________
____________________________________
(Address)

Company desires to participate in the Massachusetts Motor Transportation Associations BESTPASS Program. Accordingly, the Company, Massachusetts Motor Transportation Association (hereinafter called the MMTA) and BESTPASS, Inc. agree as follows:

1.) Company will become a sub account for the NYSMTA New York State Thruway E-ZPass account.

2.) Company will pay all invoices in full as specified in written agreements.

3.) Company agrees to remain a member in good standing of the MMTA.

4.) Company agrees to abide by the rules of the MMTA, BESTPASS, Inc. and participating toll authorities as they now exist and as they may be amended.

5.) BESTPASS, Inc. will provide billing for tolls incurred of participating toll authorities to Company in paper format by US Mail, or electronically by Email at Company’s preference.

6.) Company agrees that invoices not paid within time period specified in written agreements will forfeit all discounts. Invoices not paid within 30 days will result in deactivation of Company’s EZ Pass transponders.

7.) Company agrees to execute all relevant agreements provided by the BESTPASS, Inc., MMTA, the New York State Thruway and other entities that may be required under the BESTPASS, Inc. rules.

Company: __________________________
By: ________________________________

BESTPASS, Inc.
By: ________________________________

Massachusetts Motor Transportation Association
By: ________________________________